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Improved Library-Based Monte Carlo, Applied to Multi-Level Sampling
Ying Ding, Artem B. Mamonov, Daniel M. Zuckerman.
We describe further advances in our previously developed library-based
Monte Carlo (LBMC) simulation. LBMC is a memory-intensive molecular
simulation strategy which uses pre-calculated configurations of molecular
fragments, such as amino acids or side-chains. We showed previously that
LBMC using whole-residue fragments could lead to dramatic efficiency
gains for sampling flexible peptides; however, such fragments are not ideal
for simulating folded systems because trial moves are highly non-local. We
therefore have developed a new implementation of LBMC, by separating the
backbone from side-chain libraries, which allows for exactly local moves
perturbing only a small part of a protein. Because the positions of all atoms
are carried in memory at minimal run-time cost, LBMC readily permits
the use of hybrid protein models mixing full and reduced interactions.
Hybrid models are useful in themselves - e.g., to simulate an atomistic bind-
ing site allosterically coupled to a reduced description of the remainder of
the protein. Here, however, we explore the use of hybrid models in
multi-level equilibrium sampling algorithms based on Hamiltonian and
resolution exchange. Higher ladder levels are built to allow cheaper energy
calls and smoother potential energy landscapes to facilitate sampling of low
levels.
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Validating and Improving Elastic Network Models Using Molecular
Dynamics
Nicholas Leioatts, Tod D. Romo, Alan Grossfield.
Elastic network models (ENMs) offer the capability to study collective
motions of large systems without the overwhelming computational cost of
all-atom molecular dynamics (MD). They accomplish this by replacing the
standard force field terms with simple harmonic connections, typically be-
tween neighboring alpha carbons; the collective motions can then be com-
puted using normal mode analysis. We investigate new methods for
performing ENM calculations to improve their sensitivity and fidelity. First,
we have explored using a higher resolution representation for the protein,
supplementing the standard 1-node per residue approach by adding a second
node to represent the side chain. Our aim is to utilize this increase in spatial
resolution, enabling the ENMs to predict the effects of subtler changes, such
as the binding of small ligands. Second, we have explored the efficacy of
different choices for the spring constants in the harmonic representation. Fol-
lowing our previous work (Romo and Grossfield. Proteins, 2010), we have
implemented a new functional form, which distinguishes bonded and non-
bonded interactions. In both cases, we have validated our approaches via
quantitative comparison to several microsecond-scale all-atom simulations
of G protein-coupled receptors.
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Three Ways In, One Way Out: Water Dynamics in the Trans-Membrane
Domains of the Inner Membrane Translocase AcrB
Nadine Fischer, Martin Raunest, Christian Kandt.
Powered by proton-motive force, the inner membrane translocase AcrB is
the engine of the AcrAB-TolC efflux pump in Escherichia coli. As proton
conduction in proteins occurs along hydrogen-bonded networks of polar
residues and water molecules, knowledge of the protein-internal water
distribution allows drawing conclusions to possible pathways of proton con-
duction. Here we calculated the dynamic hydration of the AcrB trans-mem-
brane domains derived from a series of 6 x 50 ns independent molecular
dynamics simulations of asymmetric AcrB embedded in a phospholipid/
water environment, considering each monomer in a different protonation
state. Water dynamics are different in each monomer; whereas cytoplasm
and periplasm are connected by up to three different water diffusion path-
ways in monomer B, no such connection exists in monomer C. With zero -
two connecting water ways, monomer A represents an intermediate state.
We identified the residues constituting AcrB’s hydrogen-bonded network
and used their frequency of hydrogen bond contact to protein-internal water
to determine key residues of proton conduction. We find that water flow
through the trans-membrane domains is regulated by four groups of resi-
dues in a combination of side chain re-orientations and shifts of trans-mem-
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Modeling the Effect of Side-Chain Length on the Folding of Lactam-Mod-
ified Conotoxins
Aaron P. Osysko, Brittany S. Kovacs, Christopher R. DeLaney,
Pedro L. Muı´n˜o.
We developed a method to model the folding of a-conotoxins by combining
molecular dynamics (to determine geometric factors relevant to folding) with
ab initio calculations (for molecular orbital information). In previous work,
[Kovacs et al. Biophys. J. 2010, 98, 636a], we followed literature suggestions
to direct specific regioisomer formation by replacing the Cys3 with aspartate
and the Cys13 thiol with an ammonium (-NH3
þ) group. The results were en-
couraging because we observed directionality towards the proper regioisomer
folding, but we hypothesized that the short side chains at positions 3 and 13
resulted in brief contact times between the carboxyl and amino groups and
no C-N overlap.
Now, we evaluate this hypothesis’ validity by lengthening the side chain at po-
sition 13. We carried out equivalent calculations with two (vs one), three and
four methylene units (-CH2-) between the alpha carbon and the ammonium
group (four methylene units make this amino acid a lysine). The results
show that thermal fluctuations lead to configurations where a molecular orbital
overlap between S-S atoms (Cys2-Cys7) can take place, leading to the proper
regioisomer formation. Furthermore, the amino acid proline appears to generate
rigidity in its surrounding amino acids, specifically in at least the region con-
trolling the relative orientation of the Cys2 and Cys7 residues. The length of
the methylene chain of the basic amino acid at position 13 affects the probabil-
ity of forming a lactam bridge between positions 3 and 13. With short chains
(one methylene group), there never is any observed orbital overlap between
the carbon and nitrogen atoms, possibly because of the rigidity of the backbone.
The probability of robust overlap increases with chain length and matches the
efficiency of the Cys2-Cys7 overlap when using lysine at position 13.
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Polynomial Fitting Techniques for Accurate Estimation of Solvation Free
Energy Using Thermodynamic Integration
Conrad Shyu, F Marty Ytreberg.
We present an approach that utilizes polynomial fitting techniques to improve
the accuracy and precision of free energy difference (Delta F) estimates using
thermodynamic integration (TI) data and its application to calculating solvation
free energy. These polynomial approaches construct globally optimal polyno-
mials that best fit the TI data, which are then used to estimate Delta F. We
use both interpolation and extrapolation methods to determine a small molecule
solvation free energy. Our studies show that using polynomial fitting tech-
niques and use of non-equidistant lambda values, Delta F can be estimated
the accuracy of 50.4 kJ/mol without using soft-core scaling and performing
separate simulations for Lennard-Jones and partial charges.
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Protein Folding with Implicit Crowders: A Study of Conformational States
Using the Wang-Landau Method
Travis A. Hoppe, Jian-Min Yuan.
We introduce the idea of the implicit crowding method to study the statistical
mechanical behaviors of folding of beta-sheet peptides. Using a simple bead-
lattice model we are able to consider, separately, the conformational entropy
involving the bond angles along the backbone and the orientational entropy as-
sociated with the dihedral angles. We use a Ising-like model to partially ac-
count for the dihedral angle entropy and implicitly, the hydrogen-bond
formations.
We also compare our results to recent experiments and find good quantitative
agreement on the predicted folded fraction. Based on the predictions from the
scaled particle theory we investigate changes in the melting temperature, sug-
gesting crowding enhanced stability for a variant of a trpzip hairpin and slight
instability for larger beta-sheet designed proteins.
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Tuning Ionic Conductances in Cardiac Myocyte Models
Armen R. Kherlopian, David J. Christini.
Cardiac arrhythmia are the result of disruption in normal electrical behavior of
the heart and are a leading cause of mortality. To study the biophysical under-
pinnings of arrhythmogenesis, computational models of cardiac myocytes that
utilize mathematical descriptions of ionic components have been effectively
employed. However, established models for cardiac myocytes, which are based
on experimental data acquired for tightly constrained situations, often
